
LEE’s JOURNEY 
Lee was born into a broken home. His parents always
fought. His mother turned to drink, and his father was
forced out by social services, hanging himself when Lee
was 8 years old. His mum fought cancer twice before
tragically dying a few years after this. He turned to his
grandfather only to find him dead when he was 18.
Throughout his teens and into his 20’s, Lee went down a
dangerous path; taking and selling drugs, carrying a knife,
going from home to home and hostel to hostel, eventually
ending up hungry on the streets. He was diagnosed with
ASD (autism) at 23 and suffered from PTSD. His mental
health was deteriorating and at his lowest point he tried to
end it all. After waking up from being on a heart monitor for
a week he came to the realisation that he “can’t do this
anymore” and things started to change. He sought help
and went back to his life-long passion… football.
Centrepoint (a young homeless charity) offered Lee some
life-saving support when he needed it most. But it was Lee
and his attitude that got him on the right track. “It was
three questions I started to ask myself and always got back
to; 1) What do I want from life? 2) How will I get there? 3)
What’s stopping me”? It was Lee’s realisation that the
answer to the third question was only himself.

SUPPORT THAT PPS ARE OFFERING
Centrepoint do amazing work in supporting people like Lee
when it is most important. Lee was then referred to PSS for
us to offer further support. After an initial meeting we
quickly saw the positive attitude Lee had, and were willing
to offer an ‘Individual Support Programme’ – to work with
Lee on his path in the right direction.

WHAT DID LEE RECEIVE?
Financial support
• We fund Lee’s FA Level 2 in Football Coaching.
• We also fund Lee’s time as a self-employed coach with

a non-league football academy to gain valuable work
experience.

Mentorship
• PPS provide mentoring to Lee on an individual basis.
• As well as receiving valuable mentorship guidance

himself, Lee has a lot of give and acts as a PPS mentor to
give back to younger people within the PPS network.

Emergency Covid-19 Hardship Fund
By being part of the PPS network, Lee was supported by our
Hardship Fund during the pandemic.

IMPACT

Lee will be able to overcome the cards he has been 
dealt, become fully employed more than just a 

number.

WIDER IMPACT
• Increased educational opportunities and training…

• Create more work experience and enhance 
employability…

• Less financial pressure involved in sport…
• Improved mental health and wellbeing…

ON MY PATH

WIDER SOCIAL IMPACT
ARTICLES

OUR OPPORTUNITY
Some people get dealt bad cards. Terrible cards in fact.
When your worst fears are a common reality, when grown
people tell you “you’re a bum” and “you can’t succeed”,
when you have to live with a disability unbeknown to you,
then you can forgive that growing young person believing
that “society is looking down on you” and “you’re just
another number”.
There is a 300,000 homeless population in the UK, and only a
few make the transition into employment and a better life –
research from a National homeless charity recorded only
7% of the people they support are in employment. We
want to use sport to nurture more people into employment
and a better life…

“PPS has given me some crazy opportunities, 
life changing experiences. They want me not 

just to achieve my goals but shine and pass on 
what I have learnt to help other people”.

“I chose to be the person I want to be 
and not the person my past wants me 

to be”.
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